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Ultrafast electronic dynamics are typically studied using pulsed lasers. We demonstrate a comple-
mentary experimental approach: quantum simulation of ultrafast dynamics using trapped ultracold
atoms. Counter-intuitively, this technique emulates some of the fastest processes in atomic physics
with some of the slowest, leading to a temporal magnification factor of up to twelve orders of
magnitude. In these experiments, time-varying forces on neutral atoms in the ground state of a
tunable optical trap emulate the electric fields of a pulsed laser acting on bound charged particles.
We demonstrate the correspondence with ultrafast science by a sequence of experiments: nonlinear
spectroscopy of a many-body bound state, control of the excitation spectrum by potential shaping,
observation of sub-cycle unbinding dynamics during strong few-cycle pulses, and direct measurement
of carrier-envelope phase dependence of the response to an ultrafast-equivalent pulse. These results
establish cold atom quantum simulation as a complementary tool for studying ultrafast dynamics.
The study of ultrafast-equivalent electronic and vibra-
tional dynamics is a natural but largely unexplored appli-
cation of cold-atom quantum simulation techniques [1–
5]. Quantum simulation experiments often rely on an
analogy between trapped neutral atoms and electrons in
matter [6–8]. Although these two systems have vastly
different energy densities and constituents which differ in
mass and charge, they can often be described by equiva-
lent Hamiltonians, which give rise to equivalent physics.
This analogy has been used to explore equilibrium solid-
state phenomena from Mott insulators to antiferromag-
nets [9, 10], and dynamical phenomena from Bloch os-
cillations to many-body localization [11, 12]. Here we
extend this analogy to quantum simulation of ultrafast
dynamics, with the aim of realizing an alternate exper-
imental approach to open questions in a vibrant and
expanding area of science [13–15], testing approximate
theories [16–20], and pushing into experimentally unex-
plored regimes.
The quantum simulator we describe consists of an ar-
tificial atom or molecule made from a trapped quantum
gas. The analogue of the atomic or molecular binding
potential is the tunable AC Stark potential of an optical
trap, and the analogue of the pulsed laser’s electric field is
an inertial force arising from rapid trap translation. The
time-dependent Gross-Pitaevskii equation describing the
evolution of the condensate wavefunction Ψ(r, t) is [1][
−i~∂t − ~
2∇2
2m
+ V (r + α(t)xˆ) + gN |Ψ |2
]
Ψ = 0, (1)
where m is the atomic mass, g = 4pi~2as/m parame-
terizes interactions among N atoms, as is the scattering
length, and the optical potential V (r) is shaken in the xˆ
direction with waveform α(t). Crucially, the same equa-
tion also describes the evolution of the wavefunction of
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FIG. 1. Quantum simulation of ultrafast dynamics.
a: Schematic bound states of Lennard-Jones, Gaussian, and
1/r potentials (offset for clarity). b: Diagram of optical trap
(red), which is shaken in the xˆ direction to generate inertial
forces on the condensate (blue). c: Measured trap position
α(t) during a pulse. d: Response to a weak pulse. Colourmap
shows density distribution after time-of-flight as a function of
time. Pulse carrier frequency is 450 Hz, pulse envelope width
is 3.76 ms, pulse amplitude is 0.6 µm, and carrier-envelope
phase is 0, as defined in Eq. 2. e: Response to a stronger
pulse. Unbinding occurs near 8 ms, after which the atoms
propagate with constant velocity. Pulse amplitude is 2.4 µm.
All other pulse parameters are identical to those in d.
an atomic electron interacting with a linearly-polarized
laser field in the Kramers-Henneberger frame of refer-
ence [1], taking m to be the electron mass, V the nu-
clear potential including screening effects, and g → 0.
For dipolar excitations like those in the experiments we
present, the impact of the atoms’ nonzero g is minimized
due to Kohn’s theorem. Very similar dynamics have been
theoretically predicted [1] for the cold-atom and ultrafast
realizations of Eq. 1. A closely related equivalence is de-
scribed in [2]. This equivalence between the evolution
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2of condensate and electron wavefunctions motivates cold
atom quantum simulation of ultrafast dynamics, much as
the Bose-Hubbard model motivated early quantum sim-
ulation of Mott insulators [9].
Though very little of the growing body of quantum
simulation work has addressed ultrafast phenomena, a
robust toolkit exists for controlling and measuring exci-
tations in trapped gases. Collective excitations in Bose
condensates were a major focus of early experimental and
theoretical research [21–26], and the analogy between de-
generate trapped gases and individual atoms was noted
at that time [1, 27, 28]. Ultrafast probes have recently
been used to study many-body dynamics in Rydberg
atoms [29], and recent theoretical proposals have sug-
gested the use of cold atoms to simulate ultrafast dy-
namics in atoms [2, 5], molecules [4], and solids [3].
Cold gases offer unique capabilities for dynamical
quantum simulation. Due to the extremely low energy
scales, the dynamics are slowed, or magnified, with re-
spect to atomic or molecular timescales by as much as
twelve orders of magnitude, allowing the observation of
ultrafast-equivalent processes in ultra-slow-motion [2].
This extreme temporal magnification — quantum gas
chronoscopy — enables simple and complete control over
all parameters of an applied force pulse, as well as
straightforward measurement of the artificial atom’s or
molecule’s response, with time resolution much faster
than all relevant dynamics. The excitation spectrum it-
self can also be controlled by trap shaping. Using this
toolkit of capabilities, we demonstrate experimentally
that cold atom quantum simulation can be used to probe
complex phenomena of ultrafast science such as the effect
of carrier-envelope phase and pulse intensity on unbind-
ing dynamics. These experiments demonstrate a new ap-
plication for cold-atom quantum simulation and establish
a potentially fruitful connection between ultrafast and ul-
tracold atomic physics.
I. RESULTS
Ultrafast-equivalent pulse synthesis. The experi-
ments we describe use a Bose condensate of N ' 20, 000
atoms of 84Sr [30], with a scattering length as'6.5 nm.
Rapid trap translation gives rise to time-dependent iner-
tial forces designed to have the same approximate func-
tional form, and the same effect of driving dipole-allowed
transitions, as the electric field of an ultrafast pulsed
laser. This is achieved by applying a trap which depends
on x and t as V (x, t) = −Vtrap × exp
[−2(x− α(t))2/w2],
where w is the 1/e2 trap waist and
α(t) = A sech [η (t− t0)] sin [2pif (t− t0) + φ+ pi] . (2)
Control over the pulse is effectively arbitrary; variable
parameters include amplitude A, carrier frequency f ,
pulse full-width at half-maximum τ = (2 ln (2 +
√
3))/η,
and carrier-envelope phase φ. The measured trap centre
translation as a function of time during a typical pulse is
FIG. 2. Spectroscopy of the quantum simulator. a: Re-
maining bound fraction as a function of carrier frequency for
pulses with τ = 250 ms, φ = pi and amplitudes of 0.9 µm (dot-
ted) and 2.4 µm (solid). Note the emergence of higher-order
peaks and power broadening at larger amplitudes. b: Un-
bound fraction as a function of applied pulse frequency and
amplitude, for a 250 ms pulse. Lines indicate cuts plotted in
panel a.
shown in Fig. 1c. All data reported here use pulse ampli-
tudes well below the trap width. The effective Keldysh
parameter in such an experiment is γK =
√
Vtrap/2Up,
where the optical trap depth Vtrap corresponds to the
ionization energy and the ponderomotive potential Up '
mα˙2/2 is the time-averaged kinetic energy imparted to
the atoms by the pulse. The use of inertial forces en-
ables realization of Keldysh parameters of order unity
and greater. Keldysh parameters much less than 1 could
be straightforwardly attained by using a time-varying op-
tical potential gradient rather than trap motion to apply
the simulated electric field.
Spectroscopy of tunable collective excitations.
We performed initial spectroscopic characterization of
our quantum simulator by applying pulses of constant
length much greater than a drive period and variable car-
rier frequency f . After each pulse, the atoms that had
not been unbound from the trap were counted with ab-
sorption imaging. The resulting plots of bound fraction
versus pulse frequency characterize the collective excita-
tion spectra of the trapped condensate. Nonlinear effects
are straightforwardly probed by increasing the pulse in-
tensity.
Excitation spectra for one particular trap are shown in
the top panel of Fig. 2. The resonance at ∼750 Hz corre-
sponds to dipole oscillation in the trap and is at the same
frequency as the resonance for a non-interacting gas. As
the pulse amplitude is increased, higher modes are ex-
cited and power broadening is observed. Since our trap
is deeply in the Thomas-Fermi regime, these modes are
anharmonic and strongly collective. The bottom panel
3FIG. 3. Tunable excitation spectra via trap shaping.
a: Bound fraction after a 1-second pulse as a function of exci-
tation frequency for an unmodified trap. Bold dotted lines are
theoretically predicted frequencies of collective resonances ex-
pected to couple to our drive. Labels on theory lines indicate
the quantum numbers (k, β, γ), using the notation of [26]. β
and γ are parity quantum numbers, and k indicates the form
of the nodal surface for the excitation. The quantum num-
ber m is 1 for all resonances plotted. The only inputs to this
theory are the three trap frequencies. The resonance at half
the fundamental frequency is believed to be due to paramet-
ric excitation of a dipole oscillation in the direction of gravity.
Pulse amplitudes were increased from 0.6 µm at low frequency
to 3 µm at the highest frequency to maximize peak visibil-
ity. b: Evolution of predicted resonances under continuously
increasing trap broadening. Thinner dotted lines represent
resonances which are not dipole-allowed for this drive polar-
ization. c: Bound fraction after a 1-second pulse as a function
of excitation frequency for a trap broadened in one direction
as described in the methods section.
of Fig. 2 shows a 2D amplitude-frequency spectrogram.
The excitation spectrum can be tuned by adjusting the
trap shape, enabling the study of ultrafast-equivalent dy-
namics in systems with specific spectral characteristics
such as mode degeneracies. The results of such tun-
ing of the excitation spectrum are presented in Fig. 3.
We observe good agreement with analytic predictions
for dipole-allowed collective resonance positions in the
broadened and unbroadened trap [26]. Note that the
frequencies of these complex anharmonic modes are not
simply rescaled by broadening, but disperse at different
rates; this enables tunable creation of mode degenera-
cies. This tunability of the collective excitation spec-
tra is a key feature of cold-atom based quantum simula-
tion of ultrafast dynamics. Static adjustments like those
demonstrated here enable the realization of desired spec-
tral properties, and rapid tuning of mode degeneracies
could enable the study of controllably diabatic or adia-
FIG. 4. Sub-cycle dynamics during off-resonant and
near-resonant pulses. a: Trap minimum position as a func-
tion of time for a pulse with τ = 3.76 ms, f = 200 Hz,
A = 3µm and φ = pi. b: Post-time-of-flight integrated spa-
tial density distribution versus trap turn-off time during the
off-resonant pulse depicted in panel a. Here νx = 450 Hz.
c: Trap minimum position as a function of time for a pulse
with τ = 3.76 ms, f = 550 Hz, A = 1.5µm and φ = 3pi
2
.
d: Post-time-of-flight integrated spatial density distribution
versus trap turn-off time during the near-resonant pulse de-
picted in panel c. Here νx = 600 Hz. e: Density distribution
at the time indicated by the dashed line in panel d. Peaks
from bound and ejected atoms are visible.
batic dynamics. Future experiments could use this ability
for quantum simulation of molecular energy relaxation
mechanisms in the vicinity of tunable mode degeneracies
similar to conical intersections [31].
Momentum-resolved sub-cycle unbinding dy-
namics. Having demonstrated quasi-CW spectroscopy
of bound states with tunable energy spectra, we turn
to the use of this tool for quantum simulation of ul-
trafast dynamics during few-cycle pulses [32]. In ultra-
fast streaking measurements, the electric field of a few-
cycle femtosecond pulse deflects photoelectrons produced
by an attosecond extreme ultraviolet pulse striking an
atom, allowing characterization of both the pulses and
the atom [33–35]. In the quantum simulator, qualita-
tively similar techniques allow high-resolution measure-
ment of sub-cycle quantum dynamics. Here, instead of
using photoionization to terminate the dynamics, the ex-
perimenter can simply instantaneously turn off the trap-
ping potential at any point before, during or after the
pulse. The atoms then propagate freely in space, and
their instantaneous momenta at the time of trap removal
are mapped onto their positions after some time of flight.
Varying the time at which the trap is removed enables
measurement of the time evolution of the bound quan-
tum system with time resolution far below a drive period.
This experimental technique, while commonplace in ul-
tracold atomic physics, represents a powerful and general
4FIG. 5. Dependence of unbinding dynamics on pulse amplitude. a: Integrated spatial density distribution after
application of a near-resonant 480 Hz pulse with τ = 3.76 ms and φ = 0 followed by 2 ms time-of-flight, versus pulse
amplitude A. b-e: Integrated spatial density distribution versus time during pulses with the indicated amplitude. Panels d
and e have an expanded y-axis (indicated at right) to track the unbound atoms. Note the momentum of the unbound atoms
changing sign as the pulse amplitude increases.
tool for the study of ultrafast-equivalent dynamics in our
quantum simulator.
Fig. 4 presents the results of such measurements for
both off-resonant and near-resonant pulses. The Bose-
condensed atoms initially occupy mainly a single eigen-
state of the transverse trapping potential. Quantum dy-
namics during and after the pulse can be tracked by di-
rect momentum-space imaging of the atoms. Panels b
and d of Fig. 4 show the density distribution after time-
of-flight, integrated over the directions transverse to the
excitation, as a function of time. For a pulse carrier
frequency significantly below the dipole oscillation fre-
quency νx in the dimension of driving, the momentum of
the BEC evolves coherently during and after the pulse,
as shown in Fig. 4b. Incoherent heating due to the pulse
is observed to be minimal on the few-cycle time scales
we probe. The atoms respond to the pulse at νx — a
higher frequency than the carrier — but remain bound.
During a pulse with carrier frequency near νx, however,
qualitatively different is observed. Fig. 4d shows mo-
mentum evolution during a near-resonant pulse for an
amplitude near the unbinding threshold. In this param-
eter regime, atoms do not leave the trap all at once, but
do not incoherently heat either; instead, ejection starts
at the time of the pulse peak, with additional bursts of
atoms emitted during each subsequent half-cycle of the
pulse. Fig 4e shows one such burst. This unbinding pro-
cess models ionization or molecular disintegration during
an ultrafast laser pulse.
Varying pulse amplitude and carrier-envelope
phase. The ability to precisely measure the population
and momenta of unbound states as a function of pulse
parameters and time opens up the possibility of flexi-
ble quantum simulation of ultrafast unbinding dynamics.
As an initial application of the quantum simulator pre-
sented herein we have measured the dependence of simu-
lated ionization yield or photodissociation on both pulse
amplitude and carrier-envelope phase. This represents
a complementary method of testing the effects of two
parameters central to numerous experimental and the-
oretical studies of ultrafast multiphoton ionization and
bond-breaking processes [16–18, 36–38].
Both the precise unbinding time during an applied
force pulse and the final unbound momentum depend
sensitively and non-monotonically on pulse amplitude. In
the quantum simulator, the amplitude of the pulse can
be straightforwardly varied over a wide range, keeping
the carrier-envelope phase, carrier frequency, and total
pulse time constant. As the amplitude is increased from
that used in Fig. 4d, the unbinding dynamics change
drastically. Fig. 5a shows the momentum distribution
of the atoms (measured by detecting the position distri-
bution after 2 ms time of flight) after few-cycle pulses
with amplitudes from 0 up to 6 µm. The bottom panels
show the full time evolution of the momentum distribu-
tion during few-cycle pulses of selected amplitudes. Be-
low a critical amplitude, no atoms are ejected from the
trap. For some intermediate amplitudes, the behaviour
mirrors that shown in Fig. 4d, with bursts of atoms un-
binding at different points during the pulse. Above that
intermediate regime, all of the atoms unbind at one well-
defined time and continue to move with constant mo-
5mentum after unbinding. Strikingly, as the amplitude is
increased further, the momentum of the unbound atoms
reverses sign, as they unbind half a drive cycle earlier, in
an oppositely-directed simulated electric field.
Even for fixed pulse amplitude, the final state of the
initially bound system after the force pulse depends sen-
sitively and non-trivially on the carrier-envelope phase
φ (CEP). In the pulsed-laser experimental context, the
advent of few-cycle pulses with adjustable, stabilized
CEP [39] has enabled advances such as probes of the
effects of CEP on ultrafast dynamics [40, 41], study
of interference patterns in multiparticle ionization sig-
nals [42], and control of recollision processes in molecular
ions [43, 44]. The nearly arbitrary pulse-shape control
available in the cold-atom quantum simulator makes it
a flexible tool for probing the dependence of ultrafast-
equivalent dynamics on CEP. Fig. 6 shows a measure-
ment of post-pulse momentum distribution (again de-
tected via time of flight) as a function of the carrier-
envelope phase of a near-resonant applied pulse. Chang-
ing the CEP from 0 to pi flips the sign of all forces during
the pulse, and results in inversion of the momentum of
the unbound atoms. As shown in the bottom panel of
Fig. 6, the pulses at integer values of φ/pi have sine-like
character, possessing odd symmetry under reflection in
time around the pulse centre. Pulses with a CEP of 3pi/2
have cosine-like character and give rise to very different
unbinding dynamics at this pulse amplitude, populating
more than one momentum class of unbound atoms. More
complex dynamical phenomena are also visible in Fig. 6:
the inward slope of the unbound momentum as CEP in-
creases in the neighborhood of φ = pi can be understood
as the consequence of the force at the first unbinding
peak sliding down the pulse envelope, and the observed
asymmetry between φ = pi/2 and φ = 3pi/2 indicates
a violation of inversion symmetry in the potential. The
most likely cause of this symmetry-breaking is slight trap
aberration; this points the way to future work elucidating
the effects of potential shape on unbinding dynamics.
II. DISCUSSION
The results presented here open the door to a broad
class of quantum simulation experiments investigating ul-
trafast nonequilibrium phenomena, with numerous pos-
sible scientific targets. Emulation of pump-probe ex-
periments, multichromatic light fields, and non-physical
(for example, half-cycle) pulse shapes impossible to cre-
ate with lasers would require no techniques beyond those
demonstrated here apart from changing the form of α(t).
Additional possibilities require only modest extensions
of the experimental approach reported here. The sim-
plest such extension would be to replace the inertial
forces used to emulate electric fields with time-varying
Zeeman or Stark potential gradients. This would allow
ultrafast quantum simulation in the regime of Keldysh
parameter γK less than one, and enable the direct experi-
FIG. 6. Carrier-envelope phase dependence of final
momentum. a: Integrated spatial density distribution after
application of a near-resonant 450 Hz pulse with τ = 3.76
ms and A = 2.4 µm followed by 3 ms of time-of-flight, ver-
sus CEP. b-d: Pulse waveforms (force versus time) for CEP
values indicated in the inset.
mental investigation of open questions of current interest
in ultrafast science. Potential scientific targets include
the creation of photoelectron vortices with circularly-
polarized pulses [45], the demonstration and study of
strong-field stabilization, wherein the ionization prob-
ability becomes a decreasing function of pulse ampli-
tude [46], and detailed quantitative measurement of sub-
cycle tunnel ionization timing effects [47–50].
Other extensions to the basic technique are also possi-
ble. The use of traps with multiple minima could enable
modelling of more complex molecular configurations [4].
Ultrafast quantum simulation could also be pursued with
small numbers of trapped fermions [51], making a more
direct analogue of atomic electrons. However, the use of
Bose condensates and the analogy of Eq. 1 does greatly
magnify the signal, making experiments feasible with
bosons that would be very challenging with fermions. Fi-
nally, an expansion of the analogy underlying these quan-
tum simulation experiments beyond atoms and molecules
could enable the study of ultrafast-equivalent dynami-
cal phenomena relevant to nuclear excitations [52] and
strong-field dynamics in solids [3].
In summary, we present experimental results from a
cold-atom quantum simulator of ultrafast phenomena, in-
cluding nonlinear spectroscopy of collective excitations,
control of the energy spectra of the bound states of the
simulator, imaging of sub-cycle dynamics during an un-
binding process similar to ultrafast ionization, and mea-
surement of the effects on unbinding dynamics of pulse
amplitude and carrier-envelope phase. Such cold atom
quantum simulation of ultrafast dynamical phenomena
has the potential to enable benchmarking of relevant
theories and explorations of experimentally challenging
regimes, in an approach complementary to both ultra-
fast theory and pulsed-laser experiments.
6III. METHODS
Preparation of a Bose-Einstein condensate in an
optical trap. During the computer-controlled experi-
mental sequence [53], atoms from an effusive source are
collimated by a nozzle [54], Zeeman-slowed, trapped and
pre-cooled by sequential magneto-optical traps using the
461 nm and 689 nm ground-state transitions, and evapo-
ratively cooled to degeneracy in a crossed-beam 1064 nm
optical dipole trap (ODT) [30]. In the emulation stage of
the experiment, the resulting condensate of 2× 104 84Sr
atoms is adiabatically loaded into a single-beam ODT
with a waist of 15 µm. The trap depth can be varied
across a wide range; a typical value used in the work
presented here is 10 µK. The s-wave scattering length of
84Sr is 6.5 nm.
Temporal magnification of the quantum simu-
lator. Varying the power and shape of the trap beam
yields transverse trap frequencies νx and νz between 300
and 1000 Hz, and an axial trap frequency νy between
5 and 15 Hz. Drawing the analogy between the optical
trap and a single hydrogen atom, the energy difference
hνx between the ground and first relevant excited states
(typically '500 Hz) is analogous to the 2.47 PHz Ly-α
line. Although the detailed energy spectrum of the ODT
differs from that of hydrogen due to the different poten-
tial shapes, comparison of these two frequency scales in-
dicates an approximate temporal magnification factor of
5×1012. Emulation of molecular vibrational excitations
or cluster dynamics leads to a ratio of up to 1011 between
characteristic timescales of the emulator and emulated
system.
Application of time-varying inertial forces. An
acousto-optic modulator (AOM) can translate the trap
centre in the x-direction (see Fig. 1c for axis definitions)
at amplitudes up to 6 µm and frequencies from DC up to
hundreds of kHz. Because of the direction of translation
and the wide separation between transverse and axial
frequency scales, the axial degree of freedom is irrelevant
to the results we present. Under the assumption that
the atoms remain near the centre of the trap during the
pulse, which we observe to be true until unbinding, the
effective applied force is mx¨ = F (t) = −dV (x, t)/dx|x=0.
x¨ can be specified as desired; for the particular functional
form chosen, x¨(t) has a similar enveloped-pulse shape to
x(t).
Tuning the trap geometry. Shaping of the trap is
achieved most simply by periodic translation on much
faster time scales than the dynamics of the BEC, so that
the atoms experience a time-averaged potential. For this
purpose, the trap AOM’s RF drive frequency was sinu-
soidally modulated at 500 kHz, giving rise to a maximum
trap translation amplitude of 4.2±0.3 µm.
Data availability. The data that support the findings
in this study are available from the corresponding author
upon reasonable request.
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